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_ PREFACE

Ever since George F. Kennan wrote his 1947 Foreign Affairs article,
*7he Sources of Soviet Conduct," Americans have endeavored to develop a
consistent theoretical method for analyzing Soviet foreign policy. But
even today, the field of Sovietology is far from being an exact science;
it has yet to produce a flawless framework.

This article, which was written for publication in AIR FURCE
Magazine, suggests that the time has -,e to reconsider the writings of
the great geopolitical theorists, such as Mackinder, Spykman, and Gray,
in developing a conceptual basis for understanding the la-tem intemt
of Soviet policy. In the past, knericans have neglected traditional
geopolitical theory for two reasons. First, we are an inlar air-sea
pr; we have never suffered catastrophic destruction of population
and property from invading Eurasian land powrs-as the Soviets have.
Second, much of early geopolitical theory was incorporated into Nazi
I in doctrine in the 1930s; conseq-_Itly, the theory's potential
as an analytical tool remined largely unrecognized after World War II,
as American scholars and careerists in the US foreign policy bureaucracy
tended to distance tmsuelves from concepts associated with Naziism.

The fact remains that traditional geopolitical theory does provide
a valid framwrk for analyzing Soviet regional behavior, for the USSR's
overall foreign policy tends to be driven mainly by itiml
considerations. As this article shows, one begins to find unequivocal
evidence of this linkage by exmnining the notions of systiic cfdict
and CNN poLitic-implicit .concepts found both in Soviet
doctrine and in the writings of the great geopolitical theorists.
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Gbqol fic: Somy~ to ahdIs1ing Sovit Rewcne1 Beuviw

by

Bkwe D. Sluiter, Major, USAF

Whmn General Aleksei A. Yqxishe travelled to Kabul in the spring

of 1979, it wasn't to offer fraternsal words of en~auwtto the

failing Taralci-knin regime. Since World War II, the Soviets had made a

Ire owl cs investment in Afhnsa. They had built, through vast

amounts of economnic and military aid, a sizable political -uilitary

infra-Iructure. The Cief of the Main Political Direorate of the

Sovit Amy asnt abort to see it collapse like an avalanche in the
Hi ndhi uh.

Within a year of General Yepishev "s visit, the Taraki-kin regime

had bean replaced, and Soviet troaps wre engaged in intesive fight.ing

with the Ma jahidmn of the Afghan resistance. President Jimiy Carter

.esCrMdAAM by wit]-raw-ing SALT II frcm the Seate ratification process,

iqiosing a partial embargo of grain sales to the USSR, and prohibiting

US athletes from patcpating in the Msowv Summer Games. It would

seem likely that Politburo strategists anticipated the strong reaction

the Soviet invasicn would evoke in the West. Perhaps they reasoned that

there were capels1ing gepolitiod reason for a permanent Soviet

pr wance in Afghanistan-long-ten. benefits which overrode the

uhl Ort. -tm political cots.

Mapolitimt" a ten. first coined by Swedish political scientist

Rudolf Kjellen in 1916,2 is often given as the reason for Soviet
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adve-turim. Hcever, in the context of Soviet grand strategy, it is

usually dimissed as mare Russian exlensicnim. In fact, the body of

tdinettical knowledge known as traditianal geopolitics is murch .e, and

cotiu s to play an important suporting role in the formulation of

Soviet foreign policy. Understanding this role, one can begin to build

a usable theoretical f1vwk for analyzing Soviet behavior in regions

of the world such as Europe, Southwest Asia, and the Caribbean-regions

remLinng strategically important to the US well into the twenty-first

cetury.

Tmtzal epolitic

Geopolitical theory can be viewed as a subset of powr politics. 3

But whereas powr politicians rate a nation's strength by its relative

.political,, military, and emiuc might, gengoliticians tend to view the

capability to occupy or control key physical areas of the earth's

gas the quintessential feature of national power.

In his paper written in 1904, "The Geograhical Pivot of Histary,-

British geographer Sir Halford J. mdcinder provided the conceptual

framewrk for geopolitical theory by dividing the world into three vast

regions: the &piot m , the in r MoW ng l w -t, and the la .

of ate or iwumlar. ormt. The first region, the pivo area, was

defined as the territory of Tsarist Russia fra Mosow eastard to the

edge of eastern Siberia, plus Central Asia. The second region, the

or niml c t, surroded the pivt area. This included

North Africa, peninsular Europe, and the rest of Zmro-hda (the
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M1d-IoLud). Finally, Sub-saharan Africa, Australia, Oceania, and the

imricas ccmstituted the ladim o or cci lar mt.

Maddder later changed the name of the pivot area to the

btertlad, and redefined its ggramkiical d insicis westward to include

Esten Eurce. His iz4 or rgimal rPamnt is given the rgM

riald by subsequent theorists such as Nicholas J. Spyiain and Colin

S. Gray. 4  (See map)

Accord ing to the theory, the linztlaM is considered to be the

strategic Thigh- ground" in historic conflicts over MrId-Ialand

hegemoy. In these conflicts, the oposing nation-state actors have

been land powers controlling the heztlmA, on the one hand, and sea

p s controlling the ,dal # on the other.

The nation controlling the htlamd is casidered to be favored by

the natural force of geography in its quest for control of the

MId-islan. But to &azinate the u l-IsjuuI, according to the

theory, the heartland-cotxolling land - the USSR-Must first

achieve control over the dal of Western Europe and Asia.

SvetIdoWof and Systsmic Ca~lc

This hegwimic conflict over control of the Mwrd-Isla d is

iwith the dialectic adopted by Marx and Lenin as the

fo in for their theories on socialism. But whereas Marx used the

dialectic to describe class conflict, Lenin expanded Mrxist theory to

include same enduring notions about systesic wars. 5  These

noticns-really only theoretical assmptions-continue to provide the
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ideological bases from which Soviet foreign policy proceeds, today.

Although it takes into accunt the various forus of modern warfare,

eInin's theory maintains that wars are really only violent political

acts between opposing social systems. They are essentially systemic

conflicts and, therefore, can be classified as either just or unjust.

Jast mr.s-revolutiary wars and wars of national liberaticm-are

cnsidered Izgre.iv in nature. Unjust a-conflicts waged to

advance the interests of the imperialist bourgeoisie-are zmti y.

Lenin recxmmanded that conflicts be categorized by "type", first, in

order to describe their logical pattern of evolution (F Iz1.l

dialectics), and second, to determine what the proletariat's attitude

toerds the conflict ought to be.

The current attitude espoused by the regime in the Soviet Union is

that "Present-day Capitalism is not only an obsolete reactionary system

which retards historical progress, but a dangerous aggressive force

which threatens world civilization. "6 Accxrding to the Soviets, the

struggle of the working class to overthrow the world capitalist system

goes on, and will inevitably result in the triumph of socialism; it is

only the resistance of the West to this eventuality which makes war

between capitalist states and socialist states a real possibility.

The totalitarian nature of the Soviet regime perpetuates the

acceptance of Mrxism-iLeninism in the USSR as the doctrinal basis for

cforeign affairs. Certainly, there have been some dmestic

modifications within the USSR since World War II, as the personalities

of the leaders from Stalin to Gorbachev have differed. Yet, the basic
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ideological character of the ruling Cmmist Party of the Soviet tniou

(CPSU) has remained essentially unchanged; and with it, the fundaiewtal

Soviet view of systemic conflict between socialism and capitalism.

The CPSU teaches that Soviet history validates these ideological

notions about systemic conflict. For instance, the Soviets claim that

the capitalist powers of Britain, France, Japan, and the US suposedly

conspired to invade Russia in 1918 in order to strangle the struggling

Bolshevik state. The Geniun invasion in June of 1941 is further

evidence, in the Soviet mind, of the desire of the West to see the

Soviet people enslaved.

Although WWII ended over 40 years ago, the CPSU considers it

necessary, for party-elite survival, to keep alive the bylogical

inmein that the Soviet Nb ladm is still engaged in an epic

struggle against hostile capitalist forces. It does this by constantly

replaying in the CPSU-itrolled media the m ries and thms of

wartine austerity, Nazi horrors, and heroic sacrifices during The Great

Patriotic War, along with the usual dosages of anti-American and

anti-NAMO rhetoric.

Ultimately, the CPSJ wants its subjects to learn two crucial

geopolitical lessons fron all this: first, each of the USSR's major

wars were fought primarily on the beartlamd of Soviet soil; and seccnd,

the main aggressor during each war cae from puriular Europe.

Soviet (oii1 jetvsin 3Rn~e

Stalin's basic foreign policy objective frau the end of WII until
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his death in 1953 was to create a political-military system in Europe

which would preclude another invasion of the USSR from the West. As we

have seen, according to the Soviet historical perspective, this goal was

based upon sound geopolitical logic.

Before his death, Stalin was successful in establishing Eastern

Europe as a military, political, and ideological buffer zone. He

accomplished this by continuing to garrison large groups of Soviet

forces in liberated East European nations well after the surrender of

Nazi Germany. This, in turn, enabled him to install and buttress

pro-McSCO socialist regimes in the region.

Stalin s successors have remained committed to retaining

geopolitical suzerainty in Eastern Europe. They demonstrated their

resolve to uphold what eventually became known as the Breztmv Doctrine

when they smashed the Hungarian Revolt in 1956, invaded Czechoslovakia

in 1968, and forced martial law upon Poland in 1981.
7

Hver, during the US's involvement in Indochina, the Soviets-

geopolitical goals subtly expanded from consolidating their power base

behind the Iron Curtain to increasing their clout throughout the entire

peninsula of Europe. Measures such as the opening-up of lucrative

segments of the USSR's econmy to West European businessmen and the

uN"ntal Soviet nuclear and conventional arms build-up, anwg other

things, did much to enhance Soviet influence in West European affairs.

Today, the Soviets continue to exert their influence through

aggressive, sophisticated public relations campaigns targeting West

European unity, and by arms control offensives designed to codify the
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favorable , rratinn o fann achieved in recent years. Basic Soviet

foreign policy objectives in Europe have clearly evolved to the

following: a) the break-up of NAO; b) the dOiinutin of US

involvement in the politico-eorxzuy of Western ERzope; and c) the quick

defeat of Western [NATO] forces, and occupation of key areas of

puiiu.la Bnape, should war ever break out.

Ptblem in the Saitham Riala

Mile the Soviets have been consolidating and expanding their power

in Euxope, they have been only partially successful, in any geopolitical

sense, in increasing their influence in the riald of the Middle East

and Southwest Asia. By and large, the USSR's policy has been centered

on so-called climit-staI such as Syria, Libya, and Iraq. Soviet

efforts have succeeded prinmrily in causing saw limited disruptions in

the etwxgy-dependent politico-eomny of the West, by adding fuel to

regional tensions and onlicts.

However, since 1979, the Soviets have been trying to iplement an

overtly direct type of hegemonic policy in Afghanistan-client-state

%axma tm% -with the geopolitical goal of establishing irrevocable

control over what they consider to be a strategically important country

in the Asian rialazk

In retrospect, it sees irrational that the Soviets chose to invade

Afghanistan in Decezter of 1979. Apparently, the penetration of the

region was on the Soviets' geopolitical agenda, but most likely not

until the mid-1980s. Moving up the timetable was a risky gamble
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designed to salvage Soviet grand strategy from the rubble of the Afghan

MIzList experiment, before it was too late.

Afghanistan's natural gas reserves and geograpical proximity to

the Persian Gulf have always enticed Russian interests. Afghanistan is

a land-locked state. Homver, by occupying the country, the Soviets

place theselves within 600 kilaeters of the entrance to the Persian

Gulf (The Strait of Iarruz), and a mere 500 kilameters from the

tnm-wter ports of Shah Ba r in Iran and Gadar in Pakistan. 8

After the Second World War, the Soviets took advantage of the

intensified territorial dispute between Afghanistan and Pakistan to

significantly exand their influence in the region. During this period,

the Afghans' objective was to regain lands inhabited by their Pashtun

kinwe, but claimed and occupied by Pakistan. The oportuity for the

Soviets c in 1954, when Pakistan joined SEATO and signed a Mutual

Defense Assistance Agreemnt with the US. The government of

Afghanistan, feeling isolated and ignored, responded by looking to the

UsS for nora support and military aid.9

In 1956, the USSR and Afghanistan signed a military assistance

agrement, w the Soviets began modernizing the Afghan military.

Soviet weapons were introdced, and significant inrovens in

organization and cobat readiness were made. By the mid-1960s, the

Afghan Amy, for all practical purposes, had becce dependent on the

Soviet Arid Forces for training, equipment, and logistical support. 10

7he coup in April of 1978 brought the Uaalq faction of the People's

Democratic Party of Afghanistan (PDPA) to power. From the outset, the
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new govermet encmmtered stiff resistance. The dilemma seemed to be

that the Khalq regime, as an atheistic Marxist dictatorship, was not a

proponent of Islam. Many of the Moslen faithful, therefore, considered

the Khalq goverruet to be illegitimate. 11

Part of the regime's identity problem can be attributed to its

limited power base. Party organization was relatively strcmg amng the

professimal military and the city-dwelling intelligentsia. owiver,

only ten percent of Afghanistan's population lived in cities.l2 still,

the e6goverm t's zealously progressive reforms were designed to benefit

the mall urban population at the expense of the more traditional Moslem

tribal groups in the countryside.13

Within a year of the 1978 coup, the Afghan Army found itself

engaged in fire fights with the Mujahideen in remote areas of Nuristan,

Paktya Province, and the Kunar Valley. Russian pilots were brought in

to fly craat sorties for the 11eper.nced Afghan Air Force. By the

time of General Yepishev's pre-invasion mission in April of 1979, there

were 3,000 Soviet advisors in Afghanistan, and Russian officers were

directly suervising Afghan Army units during combat oprati s. 1 4

Despite seven years of Soviet .tion, the Plrdhoom faction

Sregimes of Kamal and Najibullah (successors to the Khalq regimes of

Taraki and Amin) have failed to win the support of the Afghan

population.15  The central Woverrnment, by virtue of 118,000 Soviet

troops currently deployed in Afghanistan, 16 remains in control of Kabul

and several other cities. Homver, more than two-thirds of the

population continue to live beyond the authority of the regime. 17
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There are recent signs that the Soviets may be softening their

position concerning the removal of their forces. In January of this

year, Soviet Foreign Minister Bduard - a returned from Kabul

with the amx)mxioaiw that Mocow will support the "framework"

established by UN Under Secretary for Special Political Affairs Diego

Cbrdoez for establishing a timetable for the withdrawal of Soviet

trocPs . i his developtmnt is noteArthy; for the Soviets' previous

position has always been that the issue was a matter solely between

themelves and their clients in Kabul.

Despite all this, it is doubtful that the Soviets will readily

abandon their investmnt. Over the years, they have spent billions of

rubles and thousands of Soviet lives to build highwmys, tunnels,

airfields, and comand & control centers. Moreover, they have succeeded

in altering, in Mlthusian fashion, the c:I gajI make-up, of the

country through the killing or forced exile of millions of Afghan

civilians.

Najibullah recently udersored this sentiment that Mosow remains

committed to its investment in Afghanistan by stating: "It is

arnpriate to remnd thoe who are supporLing and financing the

undeclared war, that in case of continued aggressions against

Afghanistan, the Soviet Union will not leavi us alone. National

reconciliation does riot mean the destruction of the state and the defeat

of the party. Such wishes will never materialize." 19  Apparently,

Afghanistan will continue to play an inportant geopolitical role for the

USSR as a regional powr base in the ri.1c of Southwest Asia.
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Polfticy in the Cmbb

Wile the USS's continued ocLainof fgnstnillustrates

how the Soviets pursu geopoitical objectives dixectly, their policy in

the Caribba basin, by contrast, suggests a m subtle, Iirect

~~ Potentially, this policy could have disastro.u

for riot only the 4 1a oreaces of the Western Huphrbut for

puiinsua wpe, as veil.

Unfortunately, US Central Amrican Policy, at the present, is on

the defenive; perhaps this explains why the issu of Soviet

0 1 19 1ir intins~n receives so little attention. The dkbat sees

to be focusd on the potential of Cuba and Nicaragua to promote regional

instability,, and whether or not the US should continue to send aid to

the Contras-indeed real dilemma for US policy in the region.

However, the larger danger osfrom Soviet military capab lities

against the US's vulnerable swatho fLink during a war betwen NNTO and

the Warsaw Pact in Europe. By exiniining current war-fighting

capailities of the Soviets and their clients in the Caribbean, the

cwytzal objective of Soviet policy for the region becusclear. 2 0

Shmld war break out in Europe, the Caribb~ean region's sea lanes

would bexmvital to any US logistical effort to send military forces,

equlipvtont, and supplies to MMT. In the event of hostilities, six US

Army divisions, plus a Ibtrine amphibious brigade, would be sent to

Burpe from the OMUS. Seeal of the units would be airlifted by MAC

and link up with equipvent already stored at in-theater R2CU sites. 2 1

Homver, given the vulnerabilities and constraints of PCMMB, and
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the present limitations of MAC to airlift large quantities of outsized

cargo in a short period of time, a large proportion of US forces would

have to be trnsported through the region by Military Sealift Command

ships. Up to three divisions would embark from ports on the Gulf of

Mexico. 22 Additional divisions from the West Coast, if transported by

sealift, would need to transit the Panama Canal in order to make it to

Europe before the war's end. 7ese forces, together with a portion of

the resupply items of US forces already fighting in Europe, could be

subject to interdiction by Socialist air and sea power as they transited

the sea lanes of the region.

Cuba may represent several things politically to the Soviet Union,

but in the geostrategic sense, it is an extremely valuable piece of

geography positioned at the jugular vein of its most powerful adversary.

As such, Cuba has beIm the most important forward deployment base in

Soviet war-fighting strategy.

The Cuban Navy is presently capable of interdicting the region's

sea lanes with its 3 Foxtrot-class attack submarines, 2 oni-class

frigates, 23 fast-attack missile ships, and 38 patrol craft. 23

Cuban air power could also be used to harass surface shipping. Its

assets include 4 ground-attack squadrons (3 with Flogger-Fs) and 16
24

int squadrons (MiG-21s and Flogger-Es).

Fonul Soviet military presence on the island includes a combat

brigade of 2,800 soldiers, 2,100 ELIN technicians, and an estimated

3,100 military advisors.
25

Military activity is centered at Cienfuegos, a scant 235 nautical
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miles south of Miami. This is sigifict when one siders that the

combat radius of the MiG-21s and MiG-23s deployed on the island are 280

nautical miles and 520 nautical miles, respmctively. The MiG-23s, for

instance, could hit targets as far north as Jacksorville, Florida. 26

As the mai port-of-call for the Soviet Navy in the Western

Beud~si*ere, Cienfuegos is frequented by Foxtrot-class submrines, Turya-

& Zhuk-class fast-attack ships, Osa- and Famr-class missile boats, plus

frigates and intelligence-collecting trawlers. The Soviet Navy has

completed 25 ship visits to Cuba since 1969.27

In recent years, the Soviets have spent a great deal of effort

upgrading Cuban and Nicaraguan air defenses and airfields. At least

three Cuban airfields hav been renovated to support Tu-95s. In

Nicaragua, high-performance fighter reveets have been cczpleted at

Sandino. Tuo airfields on the Atlantic coast and om on the Pacific

coast have been coustruted to sport fighter aizcraft. *nh

coupleted, the 3200-inter rumomy at Punta uerte will be capable of

handling fighter3, trnaports, and Backfire bamrs. 28

7e Soviet Navy also has several ambitious projects in mind for

Nicaragua. Plans include the construction of a trans-isthmus canal and

major port facilities for both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. 29

During a war betwee -O and the nations of the Warsaw Pact,

Socialist air and sea powr in the region, if not pre-wvte by US

military action, could effectively prevent the timely reinformmult of

RTO forces fighting in Europe. Given the opportunity, Soviet and Cuban

forces could interdict US shipping at several of the region's choke
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points, andl at the am tian threaten the Parema Canal.

Depmding upon the length of any preliminaries before the actual

start of the fighting, the Soviets might even attempt to make a

last-minut. effort to alter the region's -icr1satjim at - -1. A mix

of Soviet surface cmTbatants and submarines could attempt to enter the

region and link up with previously deployed cobatants and support

vessels. During this pre-war phase, this Soviet naval group could draw

support for fuel and provisioning from facilities in Cuba and Nicaragua.

The Soviets could also ferry in frm Erope a nmber of aircraft, such

as Backfires and TU-95s, in order to shore up their air powr.

Once the fighting in DRoe actually started, US forces would need

to locate and destroy Socialist submrines and surface ships menacing

the region's sea lanes. Air defense facilities, airfields, and naval

ports in Cuba and Nicaragua would have to be eliminated in an operation

quite cotly for the US in both tie and resources.

7e probability exists that several submarins would avoid

detection and continue to threaten US shipping at the region's choke

points. During a six-moth period in WII, a ietely 50 Genmn

U-Boats, though outmxnbered 2-t-l in pposing Allied ASW assets, sank

260 ships in the Atlantic-Caribb na theater. Today, Soviet submarines

have the odds reversed.
30

In the final analysis, the Soviets, by building up their military

pwer in the Caribbean basin, are hoping that the US will be compelled

to give top priority to securing its ow southern flank, should war

break out in DBope. By initially diverting US attention to the
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CmrblJ.n, the strategic reinfrcemnt of NNO could be delayed long

anugh for the Warsw Fact to achieve victory. Ultimately, the Soviet

leaderuhip would be willing to sarifice its ow forces in the Caribbean

in order to win the greater goiticml prize.31

As we approach the twenty-first century, gKVWlitsm will cntinue

to influece the fozmulatim of Soviet foreign policy, and Soviet

interests will remain focused on the united States and the rzmlmm of

the masian Md-I3.m. This is not to say that Soviet adveturism

in other regions of the world will diminish. As one Soviet cumentator

put it, "The Soviet Union will never make deals to abide by the

so-called rules of the game or accept the imperialist position on

];sezvi., the social status quo in the world.032 To be sure, the US

will inmriably seek ways of increasing its influence in intenational

affairs. At the same tim, it will continue to underwrite efforts

thr- !-t the wold to diminish the clout of the US.

By and large, traditional geopolitics oinJtm to provide a valid

theoretical framewrk for analyzing Soviet regional beavior. The

Soviets, because of their essianic M xist-Leninist ideology and long

history of foreign invasions, tend to coceptualize foreign relations in

tarm of wyina.c olict and gmoCI pmm politics. True to the

t -Is of gopolitical theory, the Soviet Uniin-the quintessential

W-.lsimnd land pcoer-ill contimn to place control of the riaIf

of urope and Asia behind natoawl mrvival on its list of priorities.
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